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                All the tools you need to tap
the power of social investing

                

                

                Use what other experienced investors are doing.
Take part in their trades. Match their portfolios.
See where they're investing.
Now you can invest whether you have the time to follow the market or not.
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            4 Ways to Access and Leverage Others' Expertise
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                    Ditto The Same Trades 
of a Trader You Pick

                    Take part in the actual 
trades professionals or people 
you know are making
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                     Sync To Another 
Investor's Portfolio

                    Instantly match all the 
positions held in another's 
portfolio, commission-free
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                    Mine the Collective Ideas 
of Investment Groups

                    Chat and share ideas. 
Get actionable trade alerts 
and reduced commissions
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                    Grab Pre-Built
Baskets of Stocks

                    With one click, invest in a 
weighted slice of the market 
based on a theme or sector
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                        Ditto Trade.

                        Make the same trades.
The same time.
At the same price as
 a trader you pick.
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                                Pick a trader or service who fits your style and goals. Choose from Day Traders, Swing Traders, Trading Services, Money Managers, RIA's or Newsletters.  You can even invite a friend or family member to follow. Trade the same stocks and options as they do. Take control of a trade at any time or choose to get their trade alerts. Traders may also use platforms like the bitcoin buyer to find trading signals that suit them the best. Check the bitcoin buyer test results to find out more about the platform.
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Invite someone who trades

                                Enter their email address below and we'll send them an invitation to check out Ditto Trade.
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            If you have a trading service or would like let people follow your trades click here

        

    




    
    
        
            DittoSync. Instantly purchase the same portfolio as another investor

            [image: ]

            Now, you can duplicate (on percent by percent basis) all the same stocks and options currently in another investor's exisiting portfolio even though the trades have already been made.  You can then take part in all subsequent trades plus you always have the ability to take control of any position with the click of a button.  Learn more.

        

    




    
    
    
        Investment Groups. Grab and use others' ideas as they happen
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                        This mobile app does not require a brokerage account for members to chat , share ideas and trades. Each time a member who is a Ditto Trade, Inc. account holder trades off an Actionable Trade Alert, every Group member benefits from reduced commission. When ten or more members join a trade, the commission is reduced from $6.95 to $1.95 for each member. 
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                        Caption 3

                    

                

            

            
        
    




    
    
        COMING SOON

            

            MarketSlices. Buy a weighted portfolio of securities, 
commission-free, built around a particular theme, sector or idea.

            

            
                With MarketSlices, there are numerous pre-designed portfolios that you can choose from. Everything from classic model based themes to portfolios created to take advantage of current event. You don't pay any commissions with the initail purchase of a us to 30 securities in a pre-designed portfolio. Plus, you have complete control to customize or rebalance at any time. As you navigate through investment options, it's also important to stay attuned to emerging trends and opportunities. In the realm of entertainment and competition, eSports has gained significant traction. For those interested in exploring the upcoming UK eSports events alongside managing their portfolios, you can find more information at https://gurugamer.com/esports/upcoming-uk-esports-events-22435. Keep an eye on both financial markets and the exciting world of competitive gaming for a well-rounded investment approach. Learn More.
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                A small sampling of the range of MarketSlices to come

            

            

        

    




    
        
             

        

        
            What's better than low commissions?   How about super customer service?

            [image: ]

            All stock trades are just $6.95.
Option trades just $6.95 plus $0.75 per contract with Investment Groups and MarketSlices your commissions can be even lower!

            Ditto Trade's customer service is the stuff of legends.  We go the extra mile for our customers. It's how we have always done business and people find it's super, man.
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            As seen in     	
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            Have a question?  Get smart in our knowledge base.

            
                
                
                    Go!
                
            

            Need more info?
Try Live Chat

            
            	About Us	Business Continuity Plan	Contact Us	Security
	Applications & Forms	Disclaimer	Fees	Support
	Asset Protection	Commissions	Privacy	Terms & Conditions


            




            

        
          All securities and investments are offered through Ditto Trade, Inc. Member FINRA/SIPC.

          Online equity trades are $6.95. Online option trades are $6.95 plus $0.75 a contract.

          System response and access times may vary due to market conditions, system performance, and other factors.

          DittoTrade is a subsidiary of Sovestech, Inc. Sovestech, Inc. is not a securities broker/dealer. All securities and investments are offered to self-directed investors by Ditto Trade, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. Sovestech, Inc. and Ditto Trade, Inc. are affiliated but separate companies.

          The content of Ditto Trade Inc’s websites, including research, tools and securities symbols, is for educational and informational purposes and should not be intended as a recommendation or solicitation to engage in any particular securities transaction or investment strategy. You alone are responsible for evaluating the benefits and risks associated with the use of our services or products and to decide which securities and strategies best suits your financial situation and goals. Projections regarding the probability of investment outcomes are hypothetical and not guaranteed for accuracy or completeness. They do not reflect actual investment outcomes and are not guarantees of future results. Projections and tools’ calculations do not take into consideration commissions, margin interest and other costs that will impact investment outcomes. All investments involve risk. Losses may exceed the principal invested. Past performance of a security, market or financial product does not guarantee future results. Ditto Trade, Inc. does not offer any tax, legal or financial advice. Content on these websites may be out of date or time sensitive. Content is subject to change or removal without notice.

          Important information about procedures for opening a new account:

            To help the government fight the funding of terrorism and money laundering activities, Federal law requires all financial institutions to obtain, verify, and record information that identifies each person who opens an account.

          What this means for you:

            When you open an account, we will ask for your name, address, date of birth, and other information that will allow us to identify you. We may also utilize a third-party information provider for verification purposes and/or ask for a copy of your driver's license or other identifying documents.

          Margin accounts require a $2,000 minimum balance for opening and trading on margin. Margin trading involves risks and is not suitable for all investors.

          Click here for Margin Disclosure    Click here for Day Trading Risk Disclosure    Click here for Quarterly 606 Report    SEC rule 11Ac1-3 Payment for Order Flow     Extended Hours Disclosure

          Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. Please read Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options.

          Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of a mutual fund or ETF carefully before investing. A mutual fund/ETF’s prospectus contains this and other information, and should be read carefully before investing.

          More info on the Lead Trader program is located at the Lead Trader Disclaimer

          Ditto Trade DOES NOT perform background checks or attempt to validate any Lead Trader or Service. Ditto Trade does not recommend or endorse Lead Traders or Services, their trading strategies or investments decisions. All trading signals and recommendations are generated or made solely by the designated Lead Trader or Service and not by Ditto Trade. Ditto Trade does not make any inquiry as the suitability of any particular Lead Trader or Service for any customer. Customers should investigate and research carefully any Lead Trader or Service prior to registering for the alerts of, or attaching to, a Lead Trader or Service. Ditto Trade does not imply or guarantee that any customer will make a profit or achieve favorable results from using any Lead Trader or Service. No Lead Trader or Service is affiliated with Ditto, and Ditto does not verify or vouch for the credentials, claims or representations of any Lead Trader, Service or strategy.

          iPhone™ and iOS™ are registered trademarks of Apple, Inc. which is the sole owner of those trademarks.
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All securities and investments are offered through Ditto Trade, Inc. Member FINRA/SIPC.

Online equity trades are $6.95. Online option trades are $6.95 plus $0.75 a contract.

System response and access times may vary due to market conditions, system performance, and other factors.

 DittoTrade.com is a subsidiary of Ditto Holdings, Inc.  Ditto Holdings, Inc. is not a securities broker/dealer.  All securities and investments are offered to self-directed investors by Ditto Trade, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. Ditto Holdings, Inc. and Ditto Trade, Inc. are affiliated but separate companies. 

The content of Ditto Trade Inc’s websites, including research, tools and securities symbols, is for educational and informational purposes and should not be intended as a recommendation or solicitation to engage in any particular securities transaction or investment strategy.  You alone are responsible for evaluating the benefits and risks associated with the use of our services or products and to decide which securities and strategies best suits your financial situation and goals.  The projections regarding probability of investment outcomes are hypothetical and not guaranteed for accuracy or completeness.  They do not reflect actual investment outcomes and are not guarantees of future results.  Projections and tools’ calculations do not take into consideration commissions, margin interest and other costs that will impact investment outcomes.  All investments involve risk.  Losses may exceed the principal invested.  Past performance of a security, market or financial product does not guarantee future results.  Ditto Trade, Inc. does not offer any tax, legal or financial advice.  Content on these websites may be out of date or time sensitive.  Content is subject to change or removal without notice. 

Important information about procedures for opening a new account:

  To help the government fight the funding of terrorism and money laundering activities, Federal law requires all financial institutions to obtain, verify, and record information that identifies each person who opens an account.
 
What this means for you:

  When you open an account, we will ask for your name, address, date of birth, and other information that will allow us to identify you. We may also utilize a third-party information provider for verification purposes and/or ask for a copy of your driver's license or other identifying documents.

Margin accounts require a $2,000 minimum balance for opening and trading on margin. Margin trading involves risks and is not suitable for all investors.
 

  Click here for Margin Disclosure   
  Click here for Day Trading Risk Disclosure   
  Click here for Quarterly 606 Report   
  SEC rule 11Ac1-3 Payment for Order Flow    
      Extended Hours Disclosure


Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. Please read Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options.

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of a mutual fund or ETF carefully before investing. A mutual fund/ETF’s prospectus contains this and other information, and should be read carefully before investing.

More info on the Lead Trader program is located at the  Lead Trader Disclaimer

Ditto Trade DOES NOT perform background checks or attempt to validate any Lead Trader or Service. Ditto Trade does not recommend or endorse Lead Traders or Services, their trading strategies or investments recommendations.  All trading signals and recommendations are generated or made solely by the designated Lead Trader or Service and not by Ditto Trade.  Ditto Trade does not make any inquiry as the suitability of any Lead Trader or Service for any customer. Customers should investigate and research carefully any Lead Trader or Service prior to registering for the alerts of, or attaching to, a Lead Trader or Service. Ditto Trade does not imply or guarantee that any customer will make a profit or achieve favorable results from using any Lead Trader or Service.  No Lead Trader or Service is affiliated with Ditto, and Ditto does not verify or vouch for the credentials, claims or representations of any Lead Trader, Service or strategy.

iPhone™ and iOS™ are registered trademarks of Apple, Inc. which is the sole owner of those trademarks.


			

		

	

                                                        

                                                                                                                        


                                            
                                    

                                

                            
                        

                    


  
  
    
      
        
        FIND ANSWERS IN OUR KNOWLEDGE BASE

        


        SEND AN E-MAIL

        Have a question or issue?  Send an e-mail to Customer Service and a representative will contact you as soon as possible.


        
          
            

            Send an e-mail


          

        

        

        
            GET ONE ON ONE HELP FROM A DITTO TRADE REP

            
                

            
        

        Do you have an urgent issue? You can Chat, Share Your Screen and Audio Chat


        Meeting online is recommended and will likely result in lesser wait time.  If you prefer, you can call 877-99-Ditto to speak with someone.


      

      
  
    






  



                    
                